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Ever since &e rise of modern orgarnizatisaaal forms in the mid
nineteenth century, social scientists have treated organizations
and bureaucracies as instmmental social stmsttares that are little
affected by cultanre. Most organizations were thought to confom to
general rules of efficiency rather than to local cultural dictates. This
view resdted from a tendency to differentiate iniilnstmmntal realms
of social life, like sdence, eecsnsmics, and management that are
oriented to objective "natural" laws from cultural realms of social
lifel like art, religion#and education, that are oriented to subjective
"swiaY prkciples (i.e., vdues and nom~s).
Ira orgmizaiisnd &eoqp
this changed in the late 1970s when the "new institutionalists"
described rational maagemerat theory and practice as myth and
symbol and began to explore the social ~ o n s k ~ ~ t iofo xrational~.
ized organizations.

Weber and Parsons: Why Organizations are not
"6ukurew
One reason early organizational theorists did not think of organizations as d'culture'r is simply that the modem worldview presents
instrumental institutions as n o n s y m b l i ~on the principle that tlt~ey
reflect universal economic laws rather than local social customs.
Another reasons is that arganizatioml theory has been a hybrid
between a theoretical social science and an applied practical discipline; consequently practitioners pursue science-like laws and
prescriptions. Nonethe%essJ
it is difficult to understand why social

scientists largely failed to see that rationalized organizational BraeBices are essentially cultural, and are very mu& at the core of
modem culture precisely because modern culture is orgadzed
araund instmmental rationality. By neglecting rationality as a cwlbra1 construct we have acted the part of indigenous anthroplogists who treat every aspect of social life as cultural except the
elaborate, purposive customs designed to win the deity's help with
the crop yield and fertility.
Max Weber" work illustrates the tension between the modem
tendency to see rationali$l as a m l b r d and the saciolo@caltendency
to see all practices md umderstandings as part of culture. Weber
was caught between an Enlightenment vision of rationality as a
unified canon with a singular progression of hawledge, and the
methodologicid precepts s f verstekmen and value-freedom which
suggested that all social practices are indeterminate and socially
produced. The Enlightenment vision Bed Weber to interpret rationality in terms of a single ideal-type. He described rationalized
bureaucracies as mle-governed,,hierarchical and specialized; offices
as appointed>salaried, and situated in fixed career lines ($l%reber
1978, v. XI: 954-63). These universal prhsiples were taken to suggest that rational organization ck~nfomsto transcendental laws
rather than emerging from idisspcratis s s d d practices. By contrast,
Webea" s o r e general exhortations about methods and social
customs suggested that no universal social laws could possibly
exist. In his works on religionI Weber Ihxaked the origins of irsstrtamentally rational accumulative clblstome mot to a set of universal
economic laws that dictate the parameters of efficiency, but to the
happenstance of Protestant religious evolution in the West. In his
writings on sociological analysisJWebes (1978, v. 1: 4) insisted that
all social behavior is indeterminate and that social practices can be
understood exclusively through interpretation: "'In ras case does
[meaning] refer to an objectively "correct" meaning or one which
is "'true"in some metaphysical sense." Even rationalized social
practices, such as those of modern bureaucraciesl can only be
interpreted subjectively. Rationally purposeful action is easily
understood not because it is oriented to an objective standard of
rationality, but because the actor ""tries to achieve certain ends by
choosing appropriate means on he.basis of h e facts of the situation, as experience has aesustoaraed us [scbenti@cobseruers] to interpret
them" (INeber 1978, v. I: 5, emphasis added).
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In extending WeberFswork) 'I"aHsottParsons (1951) explored these
issues but ullthate1-y constructed a theoretical framework ithat; rather
him capitalizing on his contradiction between h e seeming universality of rationalized precepts and the indeterminacy of social
practices, divided the social world into rigid categories of instrumental action (adaptation and goal auainmerat) and cullturaP action
(integration and latency). Parsons2heoretical csrratributigsns have
been eclipsed, brat this schema has had a lasting impact because
the dividing line Parsons drew between the instmmental and the
cultural reflected the modern worldview. 8rtc result has been
the increasing balkanization of the social sciences, so that economists, and recently political sciel-a%ists#
organize their arguments ahtat
instrumentality around mathematical f~rmu$as
that are thought to
capture the asocial, acu1~~1~al
essence of universal economic lawsp
while anthrgapalogists and sociologists organize their arguments
about culture aro&~dempirical evidence that is thought to capture
the non-rational, historical essence of localized social practices.
?']he effect of this analy%ic distinstian on academic organizational
theorgr was palpable. Early writers such as Frederick Tayrcbr (1911)
and Hemi Haycsel (19949), who were eoa~sulnantsor managers themselves, developed a body of f h e o that
~ was decidedly instrumental ira purpose. $Illen Parsom' disciples spun out rationalist abstract
theories of organization, taking it as an article d faith that instrumental organizational practices were oriented t s some higherorder set of universal prjneiples. The task of managersl and
orgmizational theoristsJ was $0 seek out and codify those principlea just as h e task of physicists was t s seek out and codify the
principles &at governed h e physical world. The presump~onthat
the central chalracteristics sf organizations were overdetermined
by transcendental laws of rationality prevented analysts from
exploring the cultural aspects of rationality within organizations.
Analysts built on Weberrs list of characteristics of rational bureaucracy, and sought to specify the conditional variables that increased
hierarchy, and differentiation.
the efficiency of Porrnalizatio~~,
By the 1940s scholars were already challenging the undersocialized rationalist conception of organizations. However, their
challenges took the form of internal critiquesgin that they either
suggested that the informal side of organizational life had been
neglected, without undermining existing ideas about the forn~al,
rational side, or explored what happens when the goals of rational
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actors who inhabit organizations do not jibe with the formal goals
of the organizations themselves. Philip %lanick and Ms students
challenged rationalists on both grounds by insisting %hat much.
important organizational activity is not scripted by formal rules,
&us bringing to Hght the integration and latenby side of rationalized organizations in Parsons' terms, and by showing in a series of
empirical studies that explicit organizational goals are often subverted by managers in pursuit of their own goals (Slznick 1948;
Clark 1960; Zald m d Denton 1963). Nabral-systems theorists treated
organizations a s organisms that were highly motivated to survive
even after their goals had been achieved, and emphasized the
awnrational elements s f behavior (Blau 1956; Gouldner 1959). Early
Humm Relations theorists had similarly argued that formal gsaloriented organizational practices may produce dysfunctional
individual-level behaviors if they do not take psychology into
account. These insights spotlighted h e infomal and cultural in
rationalized, formal organizations. However, these studies sewed
as exceptions &at proved the mle that modern orgmizations are
ultimately oriented to transsituatisnal. tenets of efficiency, They
failed to question the origins of broad notions s f organizational
rationali$l, or suggest &at rationalized managerial precepts are
social inventions. In the case of SelikxaicVs workI this was m e largely
because he focgl.sed on the intra-srga~za~onal
processes that meate idiosyncratic patterns of action rather than on the construction
of collective practices at the interer~rgankationallevel. In a similar
vein, more recent works on "corporate cultureN attend to the
charismatic dimension of formal organizations, focusing on the
organization-specific ethics that win employee compliance arsd
enthusiasm (Deal and Kennedy 1982; Peters and Waterman 1982;
Martin, Sitkinp and B o e h 1985). This chapter focuses on works
that question traditional assumptions about the nature of rationality in organizations by exploring how models of organizing are
casnst.lsBcted among organizations, and hence pays less attention to
h e ""srporate culture"" Biterahre which focuses on models that
emerge within individual organizations (Barley, Meyer, and Gash
1988; Kunda 1991; Martin 1992).
While the psychcslogica8 "natural systems" (Scott 1987a) approaches to organizations that grcaliferated in the management literature of the 1960s and 1970s did nothing to undermine key ideas
about the nature of rationality in 6sxganizations, except to suggest
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h a t rational managers should ease Skimerian or feel-good techniques to steer employees toward the organization" rational gods]
neither did the new "open systems" approaches that paid greater
attention to the organizational environment. Contingency theory
(James D. Thompson %96W), transaction costs theory (Williamsm
31975), population ecology theory (Haman and Freeman 19771,
resource dependence theory (Pfeffer and Salancik 1978) - each
initially presumed that internal organizational structure was
(rationally) responsive to e~~viromnental
forces, m d thereby took
rationality to be urnproblematic. Population ecology has since incorporated some of the insights of instituBiona%theory (Hamcan
and Freeman 1989), but otherwise these approaches remain iimpervious to ideas about h e role s f culture.

The rationalist approach had generated a series of intellectual reactions among students of orgmiza%ions. Early analysts such as
Melville Dalton (1950) and Donald Roy (1952) highlighted sontradictions between formal structure and workers' actual practices.
Neo-Marxists argued that organizational practices were principally
driven by labor control and surplus expropriation rather than by
effidsncy (Braverman 1974; Buraway 1979; Edwards 1979), spening the door for further challenges to the abstract efficiency of
common organizing prh~ciples.h d a variety of s&oIars had made
normative and intellectual challenges to organizational rationality,
including those in the Human Relations school; Selzaaick m d the
early institutionalists; both Blau and Gouldner in their emphasis
on the informal; and Douglas McGregor (1960) and Chris Argyris
(1962) in their emphasis on psychology and self-esteem.
In 1977 two articles from what came to be called the neoinstitutional perspective launched a more systematic, cultural
critique s f rationalist approaches to organizations. John Meyer and
Brian Rowan's "linstitutionalized organizations: formal structure as
myth and seremsmgr" treated rationalized organizational principles
as symbols of modernity and efficiency, rather &an as amlhral
instruments of modernity and efficiency. Lyme Zucker's ""The role
of instithntionalination iasi cultural persistex~ce'kxplolpedthe micro
processes surrounding the cdsnstruction of modern, rationalized,

organizational practices. These pieces stressed the semiotic side sf
organizational practices, and hence the cultural dimension of the
instrumental types of behavior that h e Parsgsa-rian schema had
dubbed 'hot culture." These formulaf50m had little in common
with the new ianstitutisnai8ism it? economics and with either statist
or "positive theoryf' variants of ""new ins~htigsnalisdin p~lifical
science put: see Scott 1992).
These works turned the prevailing rationalist approach to organizations on its head by arguing that supposedly universal precepts
of organizational. effideascy are simply abstractions from social
practices that emerged for csmplex histsricd ~ C Z I S B ~The
S . project
of rationalized, ssientistic, social systems is to glean universal social laws from experience and apply those laws t~ the pursuit of
collective goals. Neo-instihtisna1ists insisted that understanding
the soda1 processes surroun&ng this project is the work of organizational sociologists.
The roots of this social csnstruetionist approach are found in the
social phenomenolsw of Alfred Schutz, and in Peter Berger and
Thomas L u e h a m ' s (1966) The Social C o ~ a s t r ~ ~ fofi oReality,
n
which
challenged realist approaches by arguing that rationalized social
md e c s n o ~ laws
c
are subjective social phenomena h a t are akrkwed
fiom experience rather than objective natural pl~enomem&at are
revealed through experience. At its core, this ph~momenologicalview
depends on a sociology of modernity that takes rationality not as
the "end of lhistorypfrbut as one in a series of hstitutionalized
worldviews. These works did not prescribe absolute cultural relativism or "deconstruction" as a means to transcend the limits s f
positivkaa, as humam~istchallengers of the precepts s f modernity
are wont to do. However, &ey did challenge the teleological nature
of social-sci~nfificapproaches tea modernity which presume that
we are in the midst of a linear progression toward enlightenment
about the true nature of the modem universe. By suggesting that
instmmcmtal rationality is just one in a aeries of constructed meaning systems, alongside mysticismI religionJ and secular philosophy, the phenomenological approach its modernity problernaiizes
Pou~adationsof rationaPity that most soda1 scientists thought they
did not have to explain. Mot only rationality itself, but individualism, the nation-state, interests, science, economics, m d h e whole
Durfieirnian complex of modem institutions are seen in a different
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light if we take instmmental rationality to be problematic precisely
because it was not the inevitable culmination of history. h other
wards, phenomenologists presume that instrumental rationality
emerged for identifiable social and ik4storical reasons that merit
exanainatiora, rather &an because, as a meaning system it more
accurately represents the nature 0%reality than mysticismI rejigion,
or philosophy.
The new cultural. approach to organizations, then, is embedded
in a larger inteUeckal project spanning several disciplines &at seeks
to explain, soeiolo@cdlg.r,the emergence of a wide variety of modem
irastitutisns md the particular laws that are thaaaght to govern those
institutions. How did the modem system s f nation-states emerge
(Meyer and Haman 1979; Thomas and Meyer 1984; Kkasner 1993;
Ruggie 31993), and how did nation-states' garkiwllar rationaltized
policy strategies arise (Dyson 1983; Hall. 1993; Dobbin 1994)? How
did individualism come to be so central to modernity, and how did
citizenship arise as an hstihtion Po link individuals to nation-states
(Anderson 1983; Ashcraft 1986; Watcins 1991; Saysal 1994)T HOW
does labor become commodified (Hobsbawm 1968) and how does
life itself come to be given particular economic value (Zelizer 1979,
%985)1How do economic laws become construcfed and institutionalized over time (Veblen 1984; Commons 1934; White 1981;
Granovetter 1985; Zelizer %988)?How did science, and scientific
methods, arise in their current f o m (Wuthow 1980), and how are
particular scientific precepts constmcted (Bloor 1976; Khorr-Cetiraa
1981; Latour 1992)'8 How does howledge in nonscieasgific academic
realms bcome consecrated (Eamont 1987)? Finally, how did the
.formal asrgaHPizaiion come to eclipse all varieties of informal social
orgamizatiarsn (Perrow 1991a)' and how did particular managerial
precepts emerge? Nee-institutionalapproaches to organizations are
part of a much wider intellectual endeavor that problematizes
modernity, and questions the social origins of the whole constellation of institutions md at the same time s e e k to grasp ~lofthe
universal laws that generate social practices, but the social practices that generate universal laws and, in organizational theowy,
attendant management prescriptions.
History has produced an ideology and social order that creates
thee, embedded, levels of actors - the individual, the organizaon, and the society. Each is an abstraction and at the same time
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a reification, and the three are nested in ways that make them
practically m d conceptually h ~ p a r a b l e(Friedland and Alford 1991:
242). One outcome of the historical eonstruc~ons f the society,
or natioa~,as the highest-order solleckive actor i s great uniformity
among organizations at the national level; h d w d great unifosmiv
can be found among instantiations of any sort UP insfrumentalily at
the national level. This is not to say that regional organizational
cultures are rare, baa t that modernity poses national-level "7imaghed
cgsmrnaaHPi~esw
(Anderson 1983) as the proper ]levels f intersubjective
agreement about h e nature of reality. Among srgakzagisms mother
key level is the "societal sector" (Scott and Meyer 1983) or organizational "field" (DiMaggio and Powell 1983; Scott-3.9941, consisting
of the organizations in an industry and in adjacent pcssitiom (e.g.,
suppliers) or similar positions (e.g., kindred industries) h a t serve
as a reference group - that organizations compare themselves to in
assessing their own procedures and structures. Those fields have
hcreasit~gjytranscended intemafiomB bounda~es(Scott 1994)while
at the same time the growing elaboration of universal mles of
organizing teasds to break them down so that sector and nation
become irrelevant to :,managers (Meycr 1994).
Intersubjective agreement is key to the saastenmce s f cultural
forms, for, "'Social life is predictable and orderly because of shared
role definitions and expectatio~~s,
the authority of which rests in a
shared conception of social reality" (Scott 1992: 19). The contention
that intersubjective agreement is the foundation of local social
practices is readily accepted by the students of societies and institutions that do not operate on strict principles of irastmmental
rationalieg., such as the pre-modern Balinese state (Geertz 1980) or
even charismatie American sales organizations (Biggart 1989). In
Durkheim's totemis societies, where natural symbols infuse all kinds
of social practices and give meaning and order to social life, we
readily recognize that different totems will be adopted by different
groups, but that once adopted those totems will be represented
in a wide range CPd social practices in each group. f i e cirmmcisisn
mait inscribed with the totem is readily recognized by the e h o grapher as both symbolic and instrume~~tal.
It is more difficult
from within the frame of the modern, rationalized worldview to
see our own rationalized totems, such as the organization chart, as
simultaneously instrumental and symbolic.
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Four TR~mesin Cultural Approaches to Rational
Brganisatisns
The early empirical studies that provided evidence for this a~ltural
approach to organizations were conducted on educational organizations. They shared several characteristics that made their arguments plausible even to the most die-hard rationalists, First they
were conducted on organizations that were designed to impart
norms and values rather than on organizations that were strictly
profit-oriented. If was quite plausible that myth and ceremony were
central to the business of schools because in the Parsonian schema,
as in the modem wsrldview, schools are part of the cultural. realm
of modem life. Second, they examined govelmment-mandated organizatisnall practices and treated government mandates as
unproblematic. This allowed analysts to "'black-box" the issue of
haw legitimating orgaatizafional practices are sodally csnskucted;
the source of these practices was self-evident. Third, they neglected
the role of ixlte~estedindividual actors in institutionalizationIwhich
allowed them to bracket the problem of how power, interest, agency,
and political processes contribute to the institutionalization of
practices. Fourth they focused on formal rules and structures h a t
were decoupled from actual practice. That is, they showed that
organizations formally adopted certain practices as windowdressing, and then failed to use those practices. h briefTby examining organizations
@

that were self-consciously sulbral in purpose

* that were subject to clear g e v e m ~ e n mandates
t
r

@

that adopted practices that had become institutionaliized in the external environment by unspecified actors with unspecified interests
that routinely adopted rules for h e express purposc of achieving
legitimacy without regard to implementation

neo-institutionalists were initially able to set aside a number s f
problematic issues in order to make a convincing, if minimalist
case for the role of cuIhre in modern ~rganizations.However,
subsequent work has broadened this cultural approach by tackling
all four of these limitations, m d the remainder of this chapter charts
those efforts. Each limitation is considered in turn.
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From culture qua worms to css8ture qua instrumental
rationality

Early studies looked at schools, mental health providers#hospitals,
and nonprofit organizaiism%,in the belief that not-for-profit organizations subject ts government regulation were most suseeptibcsle to
pressures to achieve legitimacy by manipulating symboIs of justice
and efficiency. In their Orgarzizabional Emeironrnen t.s (1981%)John
Meyer a d 841. Richard Scott made a distinction between organizations operating in h e "institu~oma%"
sector (i.e., govemental and
nonprofit organizations), where survivd and success were largely
dependent on legitimacy (i.e., the use of accepted rules and
strudures) and on public funding, and those operating in the
"'technical" sector (i.e., lor profif e~rganiza~~ns),
where su~cess
depends more directly on the bottom Pine. Their point was interpreted by mimy in Parsonian terns ts suggest that "instmrnental"
srganizatisms in h e ~'te&ca$N seetar are governed largely by
rakiand, profit-oriented action and that organizations in the "institutional" sector are governed by cultural. norms. Scott (1992: 1617")has mare clearly specified the distinctionr arguing that most
organizations depend simltaneously on output controls linked to
technical considerations and process control^ linked to institutional
considerations, m d as early as 11983 Paul DiMaggio and Walter
Powell a~~ticipated
&e need to specify the diverse processes by
which organizations seize cultural models from the environment.
Coercive isasrnorphism osslars when a, powerful organbatiolrp, suc1.1
as the state, h p w s d e s and practices om organizations. ~ o m a t i v e
isomov&sm occurs when srg-~sm
v o l u n t d y adopt practices
that afford legitimacy. Mimetic isorno~~phism
occurs when organizations copy the cultural practices they see in the environment in
order to achieve the outcomes hey hope to achieve, This third
f o m describes how profit-seeking organizations most often come
6s copy instrumenfal practice8 horn one another. DiMaggio and
Powell (1991: 32) have described the assodation of "instihtio~~allI
characteristicla with nonprofit sectors and "tec~cal'Qharaeteristics with proprietary organizations as "no ]longerviable" as a result
off a series of empirical studies that have underscored the role of
""itastitutiona%"processes in the legitimation of "techdcal""practices
in proprietary organizations. Powell (1991)argues that because all
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of economic behavior are simultaneously cultural, the disn has been a false one.
ceptance of the insight that instrumental practices are at the
time cultural is particularly hard-won among American s b of organizationsplargely because neoclassical economic theory
rationdist orgakzationall theories are based on generalizations
the American case. American organizational practises have
treated by theorists in these traditions as ideal-typical and
while the diverse srganina$ioxaa%practices found in other
tries were heated as adjustments to g a v e m e n t aneddlirag.
tendency was rerianfsrced by the rhetoric of g o v e m e n t nonmention in America, the gist of which is that policies that enforce
e competition among firms merely reinforce natural ecslaomic
cesses. Thus in America, active state iratervention~has been
couched as "laissez faiae" (nonintervention) and resulting organizational practices are thought to be autcomes of natural economic
processes. The whole economic and organizational emvironrnexa~
&enp came to be conceptualized as natural rather than humanmade. While Karl Palanyri recognized the very same misconcepMsn
in British thought as early as 1944, and showed that '"laissea; faire"
was initially prodreed in Britain by a series 0% deliberate state
actions rather than by govermental restraintI theorists have been
reluctant to consider American replatcssrcgr policies as a form of
intervention. f i e American belief in the naturalness of economic
life was also bolstered by the huge size of the economy and the
absence of proximatel developed apaighbors with sipdicantly different economic m d organizaticssnall systems. Such a naturalized
vision of the economy would be hard to sustain in France, far
instance, where nearby countries operate successfully with dmmaticidly different economic sfx-uctklresand orgaaPizational practises.
The empirical rem.edy to this natural-order conception of instmrnentd organizationalfom came in studies that analyzed the social
sonsmcfion s f key) rationalized, organiza%ional practices. A series
of studies challenged the premises of neoclassical economists and
ratiasaa%istorganizational theorists by seeking to show that as key
organizations labelled new practices '"fficient" oqgaHliza~snshumgrily consumed them with little reflection about whether they were
tmly efficient and with little concern for whether those practices
were suited to their o m needs. Pamela Tolbert and Lyme Zuskelr
(1983) studied the diffusion of municipal civil service reforms,
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designed to rationalize government employment between 1880 and
1935 and Powad that while governments that had functional needs
for improved authority adopted the reforms initially, once civil
service reform became denoted as modern and rational, all. kinds
of municipalities with no particular need for refarm jumped an the
bandwagon. Neil Pligstein (1985,. 1990) showed that changes in the
focus of American corporate strategy, from manufacturing tts
marketing to finance, were driven not by some ineluctable evolutionary force as Alfred Chandler had argued but by the leadership of key corporations that promulgated new models of efficient
organizing over time.
Fligstein and others Kghlighted the role of the federal government in the construction s f parti~whrorganizing conventions as
efficient, $a the end s f countering the notion of the neutrality of the
American state while helping to specibpr the origins of certain conventions. These studies meanwhile undermined prevailing neoclassical m d rational choice explanations of the same phenomena.
Baron et al. (1986) showed that modern persome1 $yskems were
developed by networks of managers and federal officialis during
World War 11, in response to new federal policies that replated
the movement of labsr rather than in response to the imperatives
of organizational size m d union control as rati6analallists had suggested. Stephen Mezias (1990) found that federal replatory agencies, early-adopting organizations, and accounting professionals
participated in the diffusion s f m important new aceoun~ngprocedure among Fortune 2640 csrporatiepns, and that rational-actor
approaches poorly explain diffusion. Dobbin ant al. (1993) show that
internal Iabsr market practises, whish labor eca~~ornista
link to the
imperative s f retaining fim-specific skills ira select ~dustries,diffused after 31964 in response to federal equal employment opporPklnity laws that led managers to Poms attenkigsn on formalizing
employee selection mechanisms. To show the cultural nature of
instrumentality, each s f these works examined the social constmction of rationality from inside of organizations and orgardzaBiona1
fields. They substituted an inductive and phenomenological agproaelta to rationalized practises for the deductive and teleological
approach typically adopted by organizational analysts.
h o t h e r approach has been to trace the diffusion of srgarmizatisnal practices that symbokize equityg such as affirmative action
policies, grievance prosedurea and due process ~nechmisms,across
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izaPions in "ixastmmental" and "tec%calU sectors alike to
h a t even proprietary! profit-oriented organizations s
to norms of justice and equity (Dobbin
0, 19992; Sutton et al. 1994). These studies have found,
ncq &at once due process rnechaasisms such as grievance
became socially constmcted as necessary for protecting
arbitrary behavior on the part of managers, it
for large, modern, organizations not to have them.
Petttlersoxa (1993) have taken this argument one step
looking at the effects of affirmative action rules m d
s: arganizatkms install one type of affirmative action
e most htexested in symbolizing equityp and
truekxre if they are most interested in achievirng
the first kind ad structure has little effect on employle the second kind has significant e%fects.More
dies have traced how h e Western elaboration
ghts and attributes of the individual leads to new
I norms m d conceptisans of efficiency that may coincide in
g disadvantaged employees the ri.ght to be conpromotion and to file grievances against the arbitrary
actions of managers, for instance, organizations not o d y win external legitimacy but help to motivate those very ernplloyees to be
more effective, or so managers argue (Dobbin et al. 1993).
From "'black-boxed" origins to h i s t ~ r i o g r a p hand
ethnometkadsiedgy

Early studies bracketed the problem of the origins of new instmmentally rational organizational practises by focusirag on practic~s
promulgated by central authorities, or on the process DiMaggio
end Powell (1983) term "coercive isomor~pMsrn.'"These studies
tended to focus on forms that are constmcfcd in respox&?eto the
actions s f governing units: professional bodies, legislatures, courts,
regulatory bodies, certification and accreditation boards (Scott
1987b; Davis and Powell 1992: 355). The role of sponsoring ixastibticsns is certainly important in the creation sf organizational
practices, particularly because many "institutional sectors or fields
contain environmental agents that are sufficiently powerful to
impose foms and/or practices on subordinate argaizaticsnal units"
(Scott 1987%: 501). Yet a more interesting m d vexing, question
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concerns how organizations collectively some to agree on what is
rational when state action is absent. Arth~b~r
Sthchcomk pointed
out in I965 that entire industries tend to take on the organizational
stmctures common in the historical epochs in which they are bornI
so that new firms i
n established industries tend 40 adopt t e c h i c d
and managerial models that were popular whm their alder peers
were founded. HowI then do particular historiical. models arise?
Answering the question far an organizational rule, practice" or
structure imslves opening bag the black box by chronicling debates
among rnmagers and charting the pattern of diffusion. ~ O F ~ Q
initial causes are often difficult to tease outgbecause cultural moms,
cognitions, and coercive arrangements often quickly come together:
These dimensiams 08: institutionalization pmsumab~yfwd on each other,

as when cultural prestige (e.g., a new organizational devise is generally
admired as more- ratia~nal)leads to cognitive dornir~anare(e.g., it is believed, by ordinary participants and by scientists, to work better, or
indeed, to be h e only model that really works) m d coercive controls
(e.g., managers who do not institutionalize it are deemed negligent).
(Meyer 1994: 5)

Historical studies have exghred the origins of a number s f
gargaa9izationaB practices by Locuskg on activity at the level of the
interorganization field, where managers actively champion solutions as efficient. They frequently find that practices that emerged
for idiosyncratic ceonjunctural reasons unrelated to the problem to
which dney are eventually addressed are embraced as solutions
simply because they are availlatsle. Baron et al. (1988) trace modern
personnel theory and practice - often depicted as the result s f an
integrated, deductive, approach to human nature - to a hhsdgepodge s f personnel practises &at emerged, separately, in three
different sectors of the American economy during the 1920s and
1930s. Calvin P%horrililps
(1991) analysis of the diffusion of the hostile
takeover, and the elaborate executive culture that accompa~esthe
takeover, charts the emergence of a new rationalized practice that
arose among elite managers - without any apparent external spcpnssr in the form of a professional organization or government agency
- and caught sn like wildfire, A number of studies have shown
that even when American Begislation seems to be the direct cause
of a new organizationaW practice, managers often actively negotiate
wit11 public officials and the courts over what will be deemed
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cceptable and tend to concoct compliance solutions out of spare
arts from other organizational models. "Coercive iaomorphis~sl"
s thus quite participatl~~ry
in the United States because legislagion
ally provides only broad outcome-oriented mandates m d &en
s it to managers and the courts to work out specific prescripns for compliance (Edelman 1992; Dobbin et al. 1993; Abzug and
1995; Sutton et al. 1994). These studies have focused oaa
anizatigsnaal networks of managers who devise rational
f organizing and the origins of h e building blocks they
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Lynne Zucker's expl.isidy ehomethod~plogicalapproach regrets an entirely different strategy for disassembling the black box.
Her critique 0%the prevailing macroisls~t%l~g,rral
approaches is, in
essence, that they consider institutionalization to be a state rather
than ara active social process. As a result, macroinstitutional approaches to organizations frame problems at a level of analysis
h a t predudes obsematibsra of the actual micro process of inastitutisnalizatiora. Zucker asks how the exteriority and objectivity that
are central to the construction of regu%ariaed institutions are
achieved at the interpersonal level. S h has pushed this e t h s methodological solution to the problem of how regularized
o~gmizationalpractices emerge h a series of articles (2?hcker 1977#
1983, 198711991; Tolbert m d Zucker 2983). Zucker's approach is in
no way hcsnsistent with macroinsti~~onalisrnP
but it highlights
the importance of local social processes in the creation and
maintenance of meaning. Karl Weick (1479) has explored these
very issues by examining the enactment 0%social structure in
organizations. Qrganizati~nalroutines may be created at the interorganizati~nallevel but they must be enacted locally to attain
meaning and salience. Deirdre Boden's (1994) The Business of Talk
employs h e insights of cor~versation
analysis to link micro behavior
patterns to social s ~ c ~ r einsisting
,,
that because social structure
i s made up of action, by treating social structure as independent of
individual-level actionI we reify it in a way that obscures its essential nature.
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From actor-leas institutiona%izatisnto interest
articulation

Charles Perrow (1987) and Paul DiMaggis (1988) have argued that
early f o m u l a ~ o msf ales-instiluMonal theory neglected agency,
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interests, and politics. Perrow implies that h e perspective is inherently conservative iaa that it treats emergent rights for disadvantaged groups as social consmcts, which he takes to suggest hat
disadvantage itself is a ssdal diction. In part, this perception results
from the fact h a t early institutional studies f o a s e d on the symbolization of justice and equity#which consumers of orgamizational
theory readily agree is normative, rather than on the symboliaagion
of rationality, which they tend to see as "not symits6~lic.'"Recent
treatments have restored agency, interests# and politics. For a
number of institutionalists hSwidlerPs(19%) "Culturein Action"
provided an opening far reintegrating agencyrby defining culture
as a "tool-kit" that gave substantial autonomy to actors while
constraining h e individual strategies they could conceive and carry
out. Swidler offered a corrective to the overwcialized conception
af actors that Mark Granovetter (198%)bemoaned in mdolgsgy by
arguing that people can actively, and even self-consdouslyJ use
cultural symbols for heir own ends. Of courset even this kind of
deliberate use of culture is highly institutionalized in that the
modem worlldview posits a aeries s f individuated self-interested
actors who actively employ rationalized prescriptions for actiom,
m d who actively mamipulate meaning m d understandingJ with
the goal of utility maxbizaBion.
To incorporate interests most works have charted the role of
interested groups in the cansfmetion of organizational practices
m d strategies, or have shown how public policy shifts mobilize
p
~groups to
~ promote
l new practices
~
md strategies. Fligstein's
(1990) The Transformation of Corporate Ccpurkol looks at competing
managerial factions as self-interested groups that seek to promote
their own expertise as the basis of organizational rationality. He
charts the struggles among management factions to impose business strategies that privilege their own particular skius, such as
skills in fimncid mamgement. Mezias (1998) likewise &arts the
role of the accounting profession in constructing garticralar financial
reporting practices as strategically rational among large corporatiom. Baron et al. (1986) and Edelman (1990) show how public
policy shifts Bead persomel professionals to promote employment
practices under the guise of compPimce with federal law, but with
the aim of expanding the size, scope# and power of permme1
departments. DiMaggia (19911s) charts the central, and selfinterested, role of arts professionals 3xn ixastituti~mlizingpublic art
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museums as we h o w &ern today, in the early decades of the
twentieth century. Strang and Bradbum (1993) explore interest
articulation in the creation of regulatory structures for health
maintenance organizations, and show that state regulation is not
truly exogenous to organizations but rather can be stirn~~~lated
md
shaped by the subjects of replation themselves. Despite these
correctives, most institutional /eu1tura1 studies continue to neglect
interest articulation as it is traditionally envisioned - between
classes. Even the growing body of literature on the effects of Equal
Employment Opportunity legislagion (Bobbin et al. 1988; Edelman
1990, 1992; Abzug and Mezias 1993. Dobbin et al. 1993; Edelman
and Petterson 19%; Sutton let al. 1994; ) largely brackets the role of
the Civil fights movement in promoting key legal changes @ratsee
Burstein 1985).
The most challenging theoretical insight that this perspective
offers vis-a-vis interests is that interest groups themselves are historical social constructs rather than primordial units. The historical
creation sf the categories of labor and capital line and staff, professional and nonprofessioni~1~
manager m d worker, principal and
agent, thus becomes a central focus of theory and research. At the
societal levell, this insight dates to Seymour Martin Lipset and Stein
R o a m ' s (1967) Park;( Systems and Voter AIig$.nments,which traced
how history produced interest groups based an class in some
Western nations! and interest groups based on religion, race regiom,
ehicityy.,or sector in others. More narrowly, Dobbin (1992) suggests that the "objective" material interests of labor and capital are
socially constructed, showing h a t between the 1920s and elhe 1950s
the perceived interests of business m d labor groups on the question of s~cialhsurmce versus emp1~yer-providedbenefits were
highly unstable and highly responsive to changing public policies
and negotiated interpretations 0 4 interest.
Ronald Jeppersods (1991) elegant theoretical synthesis sontains
the important point that when Dahendorf speaks of the "institutionalization of class conflict" he refers to a process, cohddent with
the hsGh~onaBiza.tionof class mfegouis, whereby active struggle
is replaced by a routinized form of struggle. h this process class
conflict becomes scripted, ritualisticf m d completely predictable
as it becomes naturalized. More broadly, these analysts presume
h a t the categories of actorsf their pattern of action, and their underlying interests are a11 culturally constructed. They aret of course,
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in good sb~dolo@cal
compmy (Berger m d Luc
1966; G o f h m
1974; Davis 1991; Larnont 1992). Yet for h e most partr h e s e t h o retical insights about the haastitutioml origins of key categories of
actorsf and of their iraterestsf have remained untested by neo-insiihtiamalists.
These treatments beg h e more hndanaedd question: is selfinterest itself as we now think of it somehow innate? Are humms
biologically self-interested? Albert I3irschmaPa"s (11977)answer in
The Passions and the Inierests is that even this most taken-forgranted h u m characteristic is a produst of history rather &an
biology. Lust for goods, power; and sex anokivated astion h the
medieval world; imterest and advantage c m e to govern behaviorr
cognitive smctaara3st and identity fornation ody as moralJeconomic,
and political philosophers transformed the passion of greed into a
virtue h a t properly harnessed by the sta* could serve the project
of modernization.
The whole field sf organizations, of course, presupposes the
historical ce~ras~kklction
of the organization (i.e., corporation) as a
categomy of actor. James Coleman (1990) charts the legal evolution
of h e corporation as a legitimate social actor since the Middle
Ages, and links it to the particular course that the differen~ati~aan
of
ssdal activities took in the West: "The conception of h e copration
as a legal person and h e reorganization of society around impersonal cor~~orate
bodies made possible a radically different kind of
social structure" (1990: 536). The nineteenth century saw legal.
changes that gave ellaborate new rights and privileges to the csrporatio~~,
s ~ &
as limited liabilitygand reinforced its status as a primordid collective actor, alongside the nation-state and political.paw
(Ckeighton 1990). Whether or not the corporation as a legal person
was inevitable because it was functional, which Colemm and the
institutionalists might disagree about" it is important to note h a t it
is historically quite ~lncommonas a lorn - thus far only B Wash ixn
the long progress of human history, And those with their fingers
s
a
p the pulse of sontemporay business practices (Pfeffer m d Baron
1988; Hirsch 1991; Davis-Blake and Uzzi 1993) have detected shifts
away from stable orgamizational e m p 1 o ~ e m ttoward temporary
emp'loyment and independent contracting: the idomation revolutisa might well lead away from the classic bureaucracy as Webes
described it and toward a world made up of individuals engaged
in cantractual service agreements, The point s f searching for the
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sodal origins of particular. interest groups,, of self-interest itself,
and of organiziifiona%forms is that to think sodolo@sally about
these things, one must be able to think s f the world-as we know
it as only one among many possible gsbateomes of history.
From symbol ie-because-deeoupled 80 cke8teesaB-becauseindeterminate

Early cultural studies of orgaaxizations demonstrated that particular formal rules and practices were fumdamentalliy symbolic by
showing that they were "&coupled" from actual practice. That is,
they showed that organizations adopted elaborate sets of formal
mles m d practices to demonstrate compliance with, and attentiveness to, evolving caaneeptiona of efficiency and justice within
srgamizaltiornrp, and h e n routinely ignored those formal aanles and
practices (e.g., Weick 1976; Meyer 1977, 1978; Meyea. et al. 1978;
Meyer et al. 1979).The result was that their policy and procedure
manuals grew fat while their day-to-day operations changed little.
"Yes, we have a policy covering that" administrators could sag.,
while paying little attention to the policy. This approach provided
compelling evidence that much of rilsrganizational practice was
symbolic; however, it tended to reiniorce the Parsonim distinction
between the symbolic and the instrumental. The core practices that
argdzations did routinely perform appeared no$ to be 8ymb0Ec or
cultural.
The remedy came in the form of studies of gsrgauaizationa1 practices h a t are actively used. H
t is more difficult to show that practises
that srgadzaflons do use routinely, m d that organization members
defend as efficacious and necessary to continued operation, are
cultural ghea~omena.The axaalytic strategy most scholars have
adopted is to demonstrate h a t rationality is highly indeterminate and variable over space or time. By showing that organizational rationality is not narrowly cira~mscribedby transcendental
economic law$ but rather that ccondsrnic laws permit a wide range
of different organizational practises and strategies#analysts have
sought to demonstrate that notions of what is rational are historically contingent and change drama~calilyover time and space,
and thus are fundamentally saaltaaral.
Marso Or&, Nicole Wmlsey Biggart, and Gary Hamilton" (1991)
"Organizational isomo~hismin Bast Asia" is a prime example s f
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the strategy of demonstrating variability over space In an analysis
of Japan, Taiwan, and South Korea they seek to show that organizations and industries are stmstaared similarly withh nations, but
&at Bey take dramatically different forms aczms nations. They
trace %hose differences not to unique disruptions af perfect market
conditions across these countries, but to broader c~kaltknralpatterns
that have generated different approaches to economic organization.
(see d s o Hamiltan and Biggart 1988). W]i~atis artxost compellixag
a b u t their workl and about other ~ornparativestudies of the East
Asian newly kdanstriahzing countries (see the papers in Deyo 19887),
is h a t East Asia presents several very dJ%ferent
xmodels of economic
organization that appear to be similarly saaccesshkal in terms of
promoting growth. No singular model emerges frown the East Asian
experience. Another approach to understanding cross-national
differences is found in Robert E. Cole's (1989) Strategies for Learning,. which examines the diffusion of a new organiza~onalformJ
the small work group OY quality cirde, to show that national organizational and political structures promoted Japanese adoption,
stal-allledUS adoptionr and had a mixed effect In Sweden. Similarlyf
in studying twelve matched firms in G e m m y and France, Maurice
et a%.(1984) find &at the typical functional predictors of organizational employment stmctures - size, produd, asmd techologgr explain little of the variance but that national models s f organizing
explain mu& of it (see also Maurice et al. 19863). These studies
suggest that broad hsfi$Lational characteristics s f nations, rather
than universal ~ C B X B Olaws,
~ ~ C determine h e srs~+s s f organizational
practices h a t become constructed as rational.
As Mark Grar~crsvetter(1985) has hinted, markets are highly
variable in f o m arad depend on intersubjec~veagreement about
what is rational t a t frames expectations about the actions of others
md produces prescriptions for the astiom 06 ego. Such agreement
emerges at the national level largely because the modern nationstate has become the locus of collective action m d rationality. The
pursuit s f progwsspvia rationalized action and scientific haw ledge^
has been organized principally at the national level Uepperson and
Meyer 1991). T h u s nations develop typifications of how rationalized
social processes operate to produce growth, which frequently rely
on naturalizing analogies (e.g., the hnc64onaB parts s f m organism
or Darwinist natural selection) (Douglas 1986). If i s also characteristic of modernity, howeverr, hat, as societies become increasingly
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organized around the semla.r m.afiiom-state! rather than around the
prianoraal religious or ethnic group, all sorts of social stmct-ures
diffuse across societies with i.ncreasing speed. Isomorphism increases md new S ~ C ~ ~ will
E ) spread
S
more qjuicHy (Strang et al.
1992; Strang and Meyer 1993). 0&eimplication is that we m a y see
greater convergence in org&za~onal forms among nations, but
not for the reasons dted by functionalist analysts. The functionalist/
econodstic argument is that there is an optimal organizafionaB.
form and that over time organizatio~~s
throughout the world come
to more closely approximate h a t form as they come to better
understand it. In the phcnomenolg~gicalview described here, by
contrastJ managers believe wholeheartedly iaa the existence of an
optimal form and engage in the quest for that form by actively
searching the global environment for ~tmcturesand practices that
are marginally more efficient than those they already employ. Thus
for phenomenologists the wa>rld"sorganizations are not converging
toward some ideal-typical organizational form that is not yet hlly
understood, rather they are busy copying the latest fashions in
organizing. The process is driven by widespread belief in the
existence of law-like principles of social efficiency8to be sure; however, h e history of management thought m d practice suggests
h a t consecrated orgmizaticsnal practices change with the regularity
s f wornens' hemlines - following the pattern of fashion whims rather than moving ineluctably m d in a singular progression toward
some ultimately efficient ideal.
A second approach to demo~~strating
the multiplicity and contingency of rationality has been to && changes over b e in maions
of what is rational within a single country and industry. A number
of h e studies outlined above take t h s approach by charting the
constmction of newI rationalized, organizational strategies and
structures over t h e . Amburgey and Lippert (1989) have ch&ed
the diffusion of managerial leveraged buyouts (%Bas)between 1980
and 1986, finding that news broadcasts about LBOs8 and simple
contagion played important roles in popularizing this new organizational strategy. Tolbert and Stem (1989) found that bureaucratic
structures for making decisions about attorney compensation have
diffused among large, differentiated, geographi.callydispersed law
firms. Such evidence s f the emergence of new ideas about what is
rational does not in itself, undermine rmicroeconofic or rational
choice explanations. However, a number of these studies have fourad
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that managers imprint on successful organizations with the explicit
a i m of appearing up to date and precluding challenges to their
o m leadership. "We did it because IBM does it" seems to be the
prevailing rationale for folXowing the leader.
These approaches have been bolstered in the soda1 sciences by
a growing belief that history is not necessarily efficient (Mar& and
Olsen 9984; fiasner 1988; Scott 1992%).
Wile mc5eties strive for
puvo~edly
optimal social arrangements! h s ~ h g s n a l k e dpractices
glace constraints a m what is practicable and tend to shape what
can be conceived in the first place. Thus even Dauglass North,
whose particular variant of institutional e s o n o ~ c sgives pride of
place to rational action, has come to talk in t e m ~ o
sft path dependence ian the evolution of economic practice at the national level
(North 1996).

Prevailing rationalist approaches to orgaslizatims have been driven
by a f o m a4 Bunc$ionalist realism in which h e central tenets of h e
modern worldview - that modern htitkstiom are transparently
purposiare and h a t we are in the midst of am evolutionary progression toward more efficient % o m- are taken at lase value. The
project of organizational analysts and management theorists, then,
has been to glean the generalizable principles af rationality that
can be found in modern organizations and to chart BLae evolution
asward more efficient f o m of ~~rgmization.
Elahrate teleological
assumptions underlie this perspective. It i s taken as an article of
faith h a t existing organizational practices n ~ u s tserve a purpose,
m d must represent the world's best effort. at creating efficiency.
This precept is found both in struchral-ra~onalistarguments (e.g.,
Blau and S c h ~ a h e r r11971) md in ea~viromental-ra~onalist
arpmesa& (e.g., Williamson 1975). All of these models presume a social
universe determined by a set 0%t~~mscendental
economic laws that
define what is rational. The rationalist worldview suggests that
tramcendental econsmic laws exist, that existing organizational
stmcetakes must be daanctional under the parameters of those laws,
that the enviroment will eliminate organizations &at adopt nonefficient solutions, and that individual-level utility rnkmka~oan.
operates effectively to keep organizations efficient. A number of
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prevailing organizational theories fail to question these

1 approaches to organizations take none of this for
a result they begin with an entirely different set s f
new cultural approaches to sdence, nation-statest
nd the whole gamut of modern rationalized insti1 approaches to organizations question how our
mparary social categories m d nations of rationality emerged.
presume that these ccategaries and notisans represent properly
social phenomena, rather than transcendental mles s f economic or
political order. Charles Perrow (1991b)asks: Why is the modern
world composed of organizations, m d riot simply contrac%sbetwerp
individuals? m y are "capital" and "labor" key social categories,
and why does capital hire labor rather than vice versa? Why are
there stable jobs, and not simply skills? Stephen Krasner (1993)
asks: Why do we have bounded nation-states rather than th.e Holy
(or Rational?) Roman Empire? Why do we have public organizational. bureaucracies that govern delimited territories rather hama
competing city-states? George Thomas and John Meyer (2884)ask:
Why did the most farflung outskirts of "~ivilization"become part
s f the project of rationafiza~onrather than conkuirrg to operate
under alternative wpar8dviews7 Charles TilXy (1984) asks: How did
the fbamdamentd soda1 sdence categories we take to be natural
emerge? As a cultural system, instrumental rationality has naturalized all kinds of social categories, relationshipspand cause-effect
designations under the theme that these imtikafionsare shaped by
natural laws of efficiency,. rather than by the will ad a transcendental deity. By taking the central ideas of rationalized mlbral systems
to be the objeds of study, neo-imtitutionaB.istshave reconceptualized
the most hnQamenta1compreents of modem organizations. Menee
they have progressed from studying peripheral organizational
dying the core rationalized practices of modern
the idea that organizations are shaped by local,
historical processes rather than by universal principles s f rationality
is the conviction that the evolution of organizational dorms is haphazard, rather than a unilinear progression toward increasingly
efficient practices. It goes without saying Ithat the project of modemity is to achieve progress through scientific discovery and efficient
social engineering;hence a r g d a ~ a pracbitioners
d
chKB111 haeased
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efficiency as their primary goal. This idea is at the center of the
post-Edightement rationalist weltanschauung. As a result, as organization men and women hone the definition s f what is rational and
develop increasingly complex theories m d practices of rationality
they believe they are part of a prowss of evolutian from simpler,
less efficientf social forms to more complex, and more efficient
~OHXTBS.
This Darwinist imagery of societal evolution has been repeated
in myriad realm of modem life. Claarles Perrow (1991b)takes a
new page fro111 evolutionary theory (21 la Stephen Jay Gaul$ 1989)
to highlight
peculiarly asscicslogisal character of this approach.
Could uses fossils to show that. bias%o@eal
evolution was a process
of the decimation of diversity, and hence possibilities, through %he
decline in variety and heightening of particular biological traits.
Random~~ess
arsd happenstagnse, rather than the selection of betteradapted forms, characterized the process. Likewise, argues Perrow,
institutionalizatisn among organizations at any point in time involves a decline in variety and convergence toward particular forms,
but not necessarily positive evolution toward some optimally
nationall form.
The great challenge s f sscisBagica1 subdisciplines that deal with
rhetorically inirastrummta~and hence rhetorically amltural, realms
of modern social life is to transcend naturalized categories, causal
designations, and relatioaaships among actors (collective m d otherwise) in order to treat their social emergence as objects s f study. In
other words) it is necessary to treat institufionalizatiola itself, or the
""gcess by which a given set of units and a pattern of activities
come to be normatively m d cognitivcly he16 in place, and practisally taken for granted as lawful" "eyer et al. 1987: 13). By not
treating these units and patterns as sociologically problemati~
analysts run the risk of studying modernity with social categories
and causal paradigms that me, themselves, endogenous to the abject
under study. The epistemgalogicd key to escaping this trap is to
view all social categories and paradigms s f causality as dictions.
History indeed suggests we should take nothing for granted, because even today's most basis soda1 unit - the individual - we
know to km historical social ~ogl%$TaBClt
that was largely the product
of the Edightem63nt (Meyer:et al. 1989; Ruggie 1993). Mayer Zald
(1994) makes a parallel point: "Many of our major theories and
theoretical schemas have in fact been conceptual abstractions from
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concrete historical and civilizatisnal events and trends." As suchJ
many of our tht?O~ie§have the same epistemological status as common seme, in that they take the form of laws gleamed from social
experience, the meaning of which is socially constmcted in the first
place (Geertz 1983). By contrast the cultural approach to the study
of organizations described in this chapter suggests that the rationalized, universa$ laws that purportedly corastihte modern social
practice are in fact derived -from modern social practice.
Note
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